
remember vividly watching a

video on computer graphics r,r'hich was
utilised for advertising about seven
years ago. and feeling the surge of
excitement run through my veins, and
the desire to want to know all, now. It
wasn't until I had completed my first
course in computer graphics at the
Har'r'thorn institute in Victoria, that I
realised that it was impossible for me
or my students to achieve such fantastic
results, because the cost of computers
used by the artists rvas prohibitive.
Undaunted, and still determined to find
a suitable program, I blundered my
way through a fen'more courses, until
the little 'Mac' face smiled sweetly at
me, and I smiled back. I was at last
recognisingthe programs and my brain
and hands were coordir-rating. My
beginnings as a student of computer
graphics has remained with me as a

teacher, because I can truly relate to the
frustrations of mystudents, and restrain
them from ihrowing the mouse out the
window. The imaginative prowess. The
'Mac' I find is particularlyuser-friendly,
and is suitable for a variety of courses
across the curriculum, and hence is also
budget-friendly. I find the use of
windows very easy, rather than trying
to remember which key to strike to
access various aspects of different
programs on the 'DOS' machines, hence
J lrrvc thc '\4acs'.
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and composiiion. The print-out is not
necessarily the finished product. In
many cases it is the beginnings of the
main project. Designs can be used for
fabric printing using the newly
developed Riso screen printing method.
Thrs method involves using a carbon-
based printout from either a laser
printer or a photocopier, and then
running the print and Riso paper
through a Riso Screenfax which 'burns'
out the line workand produces a stencil
ready for screen printing. Other designs
can be used as cut stencils for T-shirts,
or as tracings for silk paintings. The
possibilities are endless. Lettering
programs ailow students to reproduce
graphic communication designs of a

very high quality, without
jeopardising creativity. I bet many art
teachers reading this have often
thought that many students'work has
been spoilt through poor quality
lettering. Not any morel By
photocopying onto a clear
transparency, lettering can be created
in a multitude of formats and fonts, and
simpiy laid over the top of the design,
which has either been created on the
computer or drawn freehand using
traditional rendering methods.

Freehand drawings or
photographs can aiso be included in
the art work using a scanner, and
integrated with the lettering.
Depending on the standard and level
of the students, the scanner also has a
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gained considerably in self- confidence
in portrait painting.

The more senior students, who
have been using the programs for
longer periods arebeginning to use the
computer with flair and creativity. One
student in particular wanted to create a
painterly technique, without the
productappearing'too computerised'.
The scanner came to the rescue. The
first experimeni was to scan in a piece
of Glad Wrap. The result was
fascinating. The tonal qualities and dot
sizes were modified, and various print-
outs were photocopied onto production
transparencies. These were then set into
consecutive overlay positions to give a
3-dimensional effect. The next step was
to do this in colour. The experiments
continued using glue on plastic,
powder stuck onto glass, thick impasto
applied with the fingers etc. The print
outs were really exciting, and the final
product was a combination of the laser
printer, photocopier and photographic
silk screen. The computer is not
restrictive. It can be a wonderful
beginning to a whole new world in
creative technology.

Another exciting technological
facility which enhanced the print-out
was to use a Canon Colour Laser
Copier. On a recent excursion to the
Victorian Arts Centre, we were
fortunate to meet Bashir Baraki, an artist
who has spent considerable time
researching the artistic use of CLC. His
intention was to expiore the possibilities
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traditional means of expression and
technology. This search for the new
provided Baraki with an exciting new
concept in laser art work, which we
eagerly grasped at to provide a new
means of expression to the computer
prrnt-out.

Computer grapl-rics can be as

restrictive as one desires or as lvildlv
creative as Jackson Po1lock. The colour
printers have a n'onderfr-rl resoluticlrr
and tlre [irri>lr is ,'f.rn er.trerrrelr lriqlr
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